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Executive Summary
Samios v DPP (VSCA) - criminal law - judicial review - whether VCC judge should have found
exceptional circumstances - whether material prejudice to prosecution - whether refusing leave
to appeal out of time unreasonable - leave to appeal refused - application dismissed
R v Jayaweera (QCA) - criminal law - appeal against conviction - directions to jury - elements of
dishonesty - directions to jury - knowledge of dishonest acts causative of pecuniary detriment
suffered by complainants - retrial - appeal allowed
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Summaries With Link (Five Minute Read)
Samios v DPP [2022] VSCA 108
Supreme Court of Victoria - Court of Appeal
Priest, T Forrest and Macaulay JJA
Limitation of actions - extension of time - leave to appeal - exceptional circumstances
application for leave to appeal against decision of Supreme Court of Victoria (VSC) - applicant
pleaded guilty Victorian Magistrates Court to trafficking an automatic forfeiture quantity of heroin
- Victorian County Court (VCC) refused applicant's application for leave to appeal out of time
against conviction and sentence while VSC refused applicant's application for review of VCC's
decision - exceptional circumstance contemplated under Criminal Procedure Act 2009 (VIC)
s263(2)(a) must attached distinctly to failure to file notice of appeal and would not be concerned
on whether there had been miscarriage of justice, hence, VSC did not make any error in finding
that VCC did not err in finding that applicant had not demonstrated exceptional circumstances
for failing to file notice of appeal within prescribed period - applicant's guilty plea where
applicant averred ignorance of forfeiture ramifications could not explain why applicant failed to
file notice of appeal within statutory limit - VSC correct in finding applicant did not raise before
VCC issue as to principle of consciousness guilt found in case of Meissner v The Queen - no
reason for investigation police to retain dangerous drugs subject of offending once time for
appeal prescribed by statute had passed - application dismissed.
Samios v DPP
R v Jayaweera [2022] QCA 103
Supreme Court of Queensland - Court of Appeal
Fraser and Bond JJA and Callaghan J
Criminal law - appeal against conviction - directions to jury - elements of dishonesty - appeal
against conviction - appellant, director of financial planning agency was convicted of six counts
of dishonestly causing pecuniary detriment to person contrary to Criminal Code 1899 (QLD)
s408C(1)(e) each with circumstance of aggravation that detriment concerned was more than
$30,000 - offending involved six different groups of complaints and multiple transactions in
relation to each group where all evidence tendered was admitted in relation to all of counts
without any restriction as to use - jury was not directed to focus on count by count basis on
whether appellant had state of knowledge, belief or intent in relation to conduct which was said
to constitute dishonest acts causative of pecuniary detriment suffered by complainants directions which trial judge gave on element of dishonesty were inadequate and occasioned
miscarriage of justice - ordered appellant's conviction be quashed and there be retrial - appeal
allowed.
R v Jayaweera
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Poem for Friday
“Hope” is the thing with feathers (314)
By: Emily Dickinson (10 December, 1830 – 15 May, 1886)
Hope” is the thing with feathers That perches in the soul And sings the tune without the words And never stops - at all And sweetest - in the Gale - is heard And sore must be the storm That could abash the little Bird
That kept so many warm I’ve heard it in the chillest land And on the strangest Sea Yet - never - in Extremity,
It asked a crumb - of me.
Emily Dickinson https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emily_Dickinson
Emily Dickinson Museum https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emily_Dickinson_Museum
“Hope” is the thing with feathers, sung by Nazareth College Treble Choir, Linehan Chapel, Nazareth
College https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gDlSo4hEzmE
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